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	There is very little specialist literature available on IMAP servers, and no

	current documentation deals with the subject in sufficient depth.





	There is a real need for a guide to IMAP. A quick look at relevant mailing

	lists shows that they are full of questions and problems, indicating that the

	software solutions now in use raise many issues. IMAP may seem to be a

	simple affair and to require little in the way of configuration, but there are

	plenty of pitfalls when an IMAP server is designed for a large number of

	users or when elaborate additional features are added to a basic installation.





	We have specialized in Courier and Cyrus during the last few years. Both

	offer distinct advantages and disadvantages, so the appropriate choice of

	software depends on the project. Peer Heinlein mainly works with Courier

	IMAP, and he uses it to implement mail servers for large ISPs that are

	designed to accommodate tens or hundreds of thousands of users. Peer

	Hartleben uses Cyrus IMAP for mail servers in small and large companies,

	which require Cyrus user administration—sometimes via a console—

	and server-based filtering of mail using Sieve. Peer Heinlein has therefore

	written the introduction and the Courier section of this book, and Peer

	Hartleben has written the section on Cyrus.





	Neither Courier nor Cyrus have had suitable documentation (until now).

	We have to admit: This book was hard work. There were many behaviors

	and call parameters that we had to debug and test by trial and error, or

	understand by analyzing the source code, because their significance was

	not documented anywhere. The project mailing lists often were not helpful,

	frequently containing more questions than answers.





	The detailed work on this book took far longer than we had originally suspected

	it would, and there were repeated delays in publication. But, finally,

	we have an exhaustive and up-to-date reference on the subjects of IMAP,

	Courier, and Cyrus. Considering the importance of email communication,

	we hope that this book will help many administrators and postmasters in

	their work.
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Java 8 in Action: Lambdas, Streams, and functional-style programmingManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Java 8 in Action is a clearly written guide to the new features of Java 8. The book covers lambdas, streams, and functional-style programming. With Java 8's functional features you can now write more concise code in less time, and also automatically benefit from multicore architectures. It's...
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Simulated Annealing and Boltzmann Machines: A Stochastic Approach to Combinatorial Optimization and Neural ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1989

	Wiley-Interscience Series in Discrete Mathematics and Optimization Advisory Editors Ronald L. Graham Jan Karel Lenstra Robert E. Tarjan Discrete Mathematics and Optimization involves the study of finite structures. It is one of the fastest growing areas in mathematics today. The level and depth of recent advances in the area and the wide...
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Democracy Beyond Elections: Government Accountability in the Media Age (Challenges to Democracy in the 21st Century)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book provides the analytical framework for understanding the relationship between media scandals, executive accountability and the crisis of democracy. The empirical findings are based on an original database of 6000 media allegations and investigations in Russia, Germany and Bulgaria. Observations gained from the case studies are then...
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Sensing and Systems in Pervasive Computing: Engineering Context Aware Systems (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This book is designed to accompany a final year undergraduate or masters level
	course in pervasive computing, although it could serve well as a course for introducing
	sensors or experiment design to students in earlier years at university with
	some skimming over the research focus; or equally as a getting-started guide for
	PhD level...
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Intelligent Sensor Design Using the Microchip dsPIC (Embedded Technology)Newnes, 2006
In this book, readers will find:

 In-depth design techniques, real-world examples, detailed figures and usable code

 Application chapters thoroughly exploring temperature, pressure and load, and flow sensors

 A FREE CD that provides a toolkit of software models in both C and assembly language

Intelligent...
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JNCIP: Juniper Networks Certified Internet Professional Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for the hands-on JNCIP exam, CERT-JNCIP-M, from Juniper Networks. Written by the Juniper Networks trainer who helped develop the exam, this Study Guide provides the information and insights you need to approach the challenging JNCIP hands-on lab exam with confidence.

Authoritative coverage of all...
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